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Introduction
The purpose of this handbook is to assist users of the Environmental Audit Tool (EAT) to
systematically review and create better environments for people living with dementia.
Part 1 of the handbook introduces the EAT and provides directions for its use.
Part 2 of the handbook contains information about key principles of designing for people living
with dementia, and outlines design considerations for each principle and question contained in
the EAT.

Part 1 The Environmental Audit Tool
Background to the EAT
to wards in rural New South Wales hospitals to make them more suitable for the people with
dementia who tended to be admitted for prolonged periods. It was published by NSW Ministry of
in light of the survey of the literature (Fleming, Crookes et al. 2008; Fleming and Purandare 2010)
and its psychometric properties have been examined (Fleming 2011).
Using the EAT
The EAT is designed to be administered by a non design professional and can be completed
by a member of staff or a person visiting the facility. It does not need to be completed by an
architect.
It is important to ensure that the questions are answered accurately. This can best be done by
spending time in the facility to observe what is happening at different moments and get a feel for
the place. This will also create opportunities for interaction with residents so that they can enjoy
the visit, rather than being the subject of scrutiny. If the person completing the EAT is unsure of
an answer, he/she should ask a staff member who works in that part of the facility. Staff are best
placed to know how the building is used.
The EAT questions typically require a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer and a total score is compiled at the
end of each question.
If in doubt when answering any question, as to the intent or aim of the question, refer to the
Handbook Principle and corresponding Question number in the following section.
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Results of the EAT
Having compiled the results of the EAT at the bottom of each page, before leaving the facility it
day of the visit something was observed that is unusual and not representative. In this case,
results should be amended. On the other hand, it may be that there is a difference of opinion,
for example as to whether the noise from the kitchen is too great. In this case judgment of the
auditor will need to be used as to what the correct response is.
What do the EAT scores mean?
It is important to remember that the purpose of the EAT is not to achieve a particular score.
There is no perfect design. Even the best facilities can do things better. The purpose of the
EAT is to provide a systematic and repeatable framework for reviewing the environment and
identifying areas of improvement.
The EAT has been created around 10 key design principles. It is important to recognize that
the principles represent an approach to design, rather than a set of rules that are to be applied
in the same way every time. There are many ways in which the principles can be responded
to. How the design principles are best interpreted will depend on the particular context of the
facility. Geographic location, climate, site, culture, socioeconomic background and lifestyle of the
be applied differently in different settings and in response to a range of needs. They are design
principles, and not a design checklist.
Next steps
‘no’ or ‘not applicable’ can be responded to. These are areas that have clearly been identifed as
having room for improvement.
Next, consider how the principles can best be applied to each room in the facility. Do this for
all the principles (regardless of their score) as it is always possible to identify a new way of
responding to a principle. At this time, it is wise to seek some assistance from a person who
has experience designing facilities for older people living with dementia. Typically this will be an
architect.
It is important to recognise that making changes can take time. Some changes, such as altering
the layout of the building, will be possible but very expensive. Others, such as moving a piece of
furniture will be relatively easy to implement. It is important to identify what can be changed in
the short, medium and long term, and work toward change in all these areas. Don’t lose heart!
The advantage of systematically considering environmental changes is that it is possible to
identify a schedule of priorities and then work your way through them as opportunities arise and
as part of a regular maintenance program.
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The Environmental Audit Tool
Date: .................................... Time: ............................. Facility:............................

Unobtrusively reduce risks - safety

N/A

NO

YES

Add 1 if
Unobtrusive

Unit: ..................................... Observer: ...............................................................

1

Is the garden secure, i.e. are residents prevented from getting over/under fence
or out of the gate without the assistance of a staff member?

N/A

0

1

1

2

If the front door leads out of the unit is it secure?

N/A

0

1

1

3

Are all side doors leading out of the unit secure?

N/A

0

1

1

4

Are bedroom windows restricted in the extent to which they open so that
residents cannot climb out?

N/A

0

1

1

5

Is the garden easily supervised from the point(s) where staff spend most of
their time?

N/A

0

1

1

6

Is there a way to keep residents who are not safe with knives and/or appliances
out of the kitchen?

N/A

0

1

1

7

If the kitchen is used by residents is there a lockable knife draw in the kitchen?

N/A

0

1

1

8

If the kitchen is used by residents is the cooker a gas cooker?

N/A

0

1

9

If the kitchen is used by residents is there a master switch that can be turned
off quickly?

N/A

0

1

10

Is the temperature of the water from all taps accessible to residents limited so
that it cannot scald?

N/A

0

1

11

If residents are involved in meal preparation are the pots and pans used small
enough for them to lift easily?

N/A

0

1

N/A

0

1

12
13

Is the lounge room easily supervised from the point(s) where the staff spend
most of their time?

N/A

0

1

14

Are all areas used by residents well lit?

N/A

0

1

Score

1

Total Score
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Provide a human scale - size
How many people live in the unit?

1

10 or less

Score
3

11-15

Score
2

16-30

Score
1

30+

Score

Score
0

Score

Allow people to see and be seen visual access

1

What proportion of confused residents can see their bedroom door from the lounge room?

N/A

0
Score
0

25%
Score
1

50%
Score
2

75%
Score
3

100%
Score
4

2

What proportion of confused residents can see the lounge
room as soon as they leave their bedroom?

N/A

0
Score
0

25%
Score
1

50%
Score
2

75%
Score
3

100%
Score
4

3

What proportion of confused residents can see the dining
room as soon as they leave their bedroom?

N/A

0
Score
0

25%
Score
1

50%
Score
2

75%
Score
3

100%
Score
4

4

Can the exit to the garden be seen from the lounge room?
If there is more than 1 lounge room answer with reference
to the one most used by most confused residents.

N/A

NO
Score 0

YES
Score 1

5

Can the dining room be seen into from the lounge room?
If there is more than 1 dining room or lounge room answer
with reference to those used by most confused residents.

N/A

NO
Score 0

YES
Score 1

6

Can the kitchen be seen into from the lounge room?
If there is more than 1 lounge room answer with reference
to the one used by most confused residents.

N/A

NO
Score 0

YES
Score 1

7

Can the kitchen be seen into from the dining room?
If there is more than 1 dining room answer with reference
to the one used by most confused residents.

N/A

NO
Score 0

YES
Score 1

8

Can a toilet be seen from the dining room?
If there is more than 1 dining room answer with reference
to the one used by most confused residents

N/A

NO
Score 0

YES
Score 1

9.

Can a toilet be seen from the lounge room?
If there is more than 1 lounge room answer with reference
to the one used by most confused residents.

NO
Score 0

YES
Score 1

10.

Can the lounge room be seen into from the point(s) where
staff spend most of their time?

NO
Score 0

YES
Score 1

N/A

N/A

Total Score
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Reduce unhelpful stimulation - stimulus reduction features

Yes

No

1

Does the doorbell attract the attention of the residents?

0

1

2

Is the noise from the kitchen distracting for the residents?

0

1

3

danger easily seen (i.e. not hidden or painted to merge with the walls?)

0

1

4

Is the wardrobe that the resident uses full of a confusing number of clothes?

0

1

5

Are deliveries of food, linen etc. taken across public areas such as the lounge or dining
room?

0

1

6

Is there a public address, staff paging or call system in use that involves the use of loud

0

1

7

Is the front entry to the unit easily visible to the residents?

0

1

8

Is the service entry (where food, linen etc is delivered to) easily visible to the residents?

0

1

Score

Score is number of NO responses

Optimise helpful stimulation - highlighting useful stimuli

NO

YES

1

Is the dining room looked into from the lounge room or clearly marked with a sign or symbol?

0

1

2

Is the lounge room either looked into from the dining room or clearly marked with a sign or
symbol?

0

1

3

individual?

0

1

4

Are the shared bathrooms and/or toilets clearly marked with a sign, symbol or colour coded
door?

0

1

5

Is the kitchen either looked into from the lounge or dining room or clearly marked with a sign or
symbol?

0

1

6

Are toilets visible as soon as the toilet/bathroom door is opened?

0

1

7

Is there a lot of natural lighting in the lounge room?

0

1

0

1

0

1

8.
9.

Is the lighting free of glare, eg from bare bulbs, off shiny surfaces?

Score

Total Score is number of YES responses
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Support movement and engagement - provision for wandering,
circulation and access to outside area
1a

NO

easily accessible (i.e. no locked exit) path in the garden that guides the
resident back to their starting point without taking them into a blind alley?

YES

0

1

Score

If answer to 1a is YES answer 1b,1c,1d,1e,1g and 1g

1b

Does the external path allow the resident to see into areas that might invite participation in an
appropriate activity other than wandering?

0

1

1c

Is the path within a secure perimeter

0

1

1d

Can this path be easily and unobtrusively surveyed by staff members?

0

1

1e

Are there chairs or benches along the path where people can sit and enjoy the fresh air?

0

1

1f

Are there both sunny and shady areas along the path?

0

1

1g

Does the path take residents past a toilet?

0

1

0

1

0

1

2a

point without taking them into a blind alley?
If answer to 2a is YES answer 2b

2b

Does the internal path allow the resident to see into areas that might invite participation in an
appropriate activity other than wandering?

Total Score is number of YES responses

Create a familiar space - familiarity

Many

A few

None

1

Are there any colours in the furnishings or the decoration that would not have been
familiar to the majority of residents when they were 30 years old?

0

1

2

2

Are there any taps, light switches, door knobs that are to be used by residents that
are of a design that would not have been familiar to the majority of residents when
they were 30 years old?

0

1

2

3

Are there any pieces of furniture in the lounge room or the dining room that are of a
design that would not have been familiar to the majority of residents when they were
30 years old?

0

1

2

4

Are there any pieces of furniture in the bedrooms that are of a design that would not
have been familiar to the majority of residents when they were 30 years old?

0

1

2

5

How many residents have their own ornaments, photos in their bedroom?

2

1

0

6

How many residents have their own furniture in their bedroom?

2

1

0

Score

Total Score
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Provide opportunities to be alone or
with others - privacy and community

Score

1

Are there small areas (nooks) that provide opportunities for
casual interaction and quiet chats?

None
Score 0

1
Score 1

2
Score 2

3 or more
Score 3

2

How many of these areas or nooks have views of pleasant
or interesting scenes (outside, the living room, the nursing
station)?

None
Score 0

1
Score 1

2
Score 2

3 or more
Score 3

3

Do the shared living areas support small group activities (4-6
people) without rearranging the furniture?

N/A

NO
Score 1

YES
Score 2

4

Does the dining room provide opportunities for residents to
eat in small groups (2-4)?

N/A

NO
Score 1

YES
Score 2

5

Does the dining area provide opportunities for people to eat
alone?

N/A

NO
Score 1

YES
Score 2

Total Score

Provide links to the community community links

NO

Is there an area or room somewhat removed from the main dining room where
families can share meals with their relatives?

1

YES

0

1

0

1

Score

If answer to 1 is YES answer 1a

1a

Is this room/area domestic and familiar in nature, to reassure family members and
friends and encourage them to visit and to participate in the care of the resident?

Total Score is number of YES responses

Providing opportunities for engagement with
ordinary life - domestic activity
1

Do the residents have access to a kitchen?

Up to
50%

None

More
Than 50%

0

1

2

2

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

4

0

1

2

5

0

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

6

Are involved in gardening?

7

Have constant and easy access to a lounge?

8

Have constant and easy access to a dining room?

0

1

Score

2

Total Score
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Summary of Scores
Possible Score
Unobtrusively reduce risks - safety
Provide a human scale - size
Allow people to see and be seen - visual access

3
19
8

Optimise helpful stimulation - highlighting useful stimuli

9

Support movement and engagement - provision for wandering, circulation
and access to outside area

9

Create a familiar space - familiarity

12

Provide opportunities to be alone or with others - privacy and community

12

Providing opportunities for engagement with ordinary life - domestic activity

Total Score

Percentage

22

Reduce unhelpful stimulation - stimulus reduction features

Provide links to the community - community links

Actual Score

2
16

112

The Total Score is
the average of the
percentage scores
above.
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Part 2
Guide to the Environmental Audit Tool
Introduction
The guide is organised around the 10 key design principles contained in the EAT and the
questions that relate to each principle.
First, there is a description of the principle. Then, each question in the audit tool relating to that
principle is considered. Under each question there is a brief statement of what is important and
why, and some key design considerations. For most (but not all) items three categories follow:
Ensure, Avoid and Consider. These give suggestions and examples of design responses,
problem areas to avoid, and items that may be considered depending on the particulars of a
project and the people who will live there.
As the 10 design principles are interrelated, many questions are outlined under more than
one principle. The guide has been designed so that each question stands alone, allowing the
reader to use the guide as a reference document, rather than being required to read it from
beginning to end.
The Indigenous Aged Care Design Guide by Paul Pholeros, Kirsty Bennett, Adrian Welke and
Maureen Arch is a key source document for this handbook.
The 10 Key Design Principles
1. Safety
The confusion which accompanies dementia determines the need for a variety of safety
features to be built into the environment. They include a secure perimeter, hot water
control and safety switches in the kitchen. Safety features must not be obvious as this
leads to people feeling trapped.
1.1 Is the garden secure ie are residents prevented from getting over/under the fence or
out of the gate without the assistance of a staff member?
It is important that the environment is secure to prevent residents leaving the unit if they
this regard.
The gate needs to be able to be locked while allowing for exit in an emergency (if this is part
of an emergency evacuation route). Mechanical keypads or keypads which are linked to a
staff call system can be installed on gates. If keypads are linked to a staff call system, they will
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Double handles/latches and handles which open in an anticlockwise direction may also be
effective to prevent easy opening by residents from within the grounds. It is also important that
residents cannot reach over a gate and open it from the outside while inside the grounds.
Ensure:
• • fence is continuous and well maintained
• • fence is 1.8m high
• • fence design does not allow for climbing (in or out)
• • gates are secured but allow for controlled coming and going
Avoid:
• • fences and gates with openings or horizontal members which can be used as foot holds
• • planting near the fence which can be used for climbing
• • latch on outside of the gate
Consider:
• • designing the fence so that it blends into the landscape
• • using vegetation to hide the fence so it is not forbidding or institutional
• • creating a front yard which can be easily accessed from the street to allow entry to the
front door and a side/back garden which is secure
• • double handles/latches, handles which open in an anticlockwise direction, keypads to
secure exit
1.2 If the front door leads out of the unit is it secure?
It is important that the front door of the facility is secure to prevent residents leaving the
unit if they shouldn’t. The front door should be secured but allow for controlled coming and
going. Internally, the front door should be screened inside the unit to prevent residents being
continually confronted by a locked door.
Ensure:
• • the front door is clearly recognisable from outside
• • the front door can be secured
Consider:
• • screening the front door from inside the unit to prevent residents being continually
confronted by a locked door
• • location of the front door within the facility
• • the type of security mechanism selected to allow for ease of use by staff
1.3 Are all side doors leading out of the unit secure?
It is important that all side doors leading out of the facility are secure to prevent residents
leaving the unit if they shouldn’t. Side doors should be secured but allow for controlled coming
and going. The type of security mechanism selected will be important to allow for ease of use
by staff.
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Ensure:
• • side doors can be secured
Consider:
• • screening side doors from inside the unit to prevent residents being continually confronted
by a locked door
• • designing side doors so that they do not lead out of the unit
• (and so do not need to be secured)
1.4 Are bedroom windows restricted in the extent to which they open so that residents
cannot climb out?
The extent to which bedroom windows can be opened is another component of creating a
secure environment. Limiting the opening of bedroom windows can prevent residents leaving
the unit if they shouldn’t and people coming in through the window and bothering residents.
Climbing out of windows is dangerous and using windows to go between units is not desirable.
opened wide enough to allow a person to pass through.
Ensure:
• • extent of window opening is controlled
Avoid:
• • windows that can be opened and allow for climbing in or out
•
1.5 Is the garden easily supervised from the point(s) where staff spend most of their
time?
It is important that residents are able to spend time outdoors and enjoy fresh air and sunshine.
It is important that staff can easily see residents when they are outside and are able to assist
them if required. This will help them to feel comfortable about encouraging residents to go
outside.
Ensure:
• • good visual access to the garden from different parts of the facility and in particular the
point(s) where staff spend most of their time
• Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • general transparency of building (planning, placement of windows, sill height, glazed
doors)
•
1.6 Is there a way to keep residents who are not safe with knives and/or appliances out
of the kitchen?
The ability to restrict access to certain areas helps to create a safe environment for residents.
Some residents may present a danger to themselves or to others in a kitchen, and so access to
the resident kitchen needs to be able to be controlled. It is important, however, that this does
not result in all residents being denied access to the kitchen. The design and layout of the
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kitchen will be instrumental in allowing controls to be well designed and effective.
The measures used (such as a half door or bench with a raised ledge on one side of the bench
to limit access) need to be discreet and integrated into the design, so that they cannot be
easily removed and so that the limits which are being put in place are not being emphasised.
Demands on staff time will be reduced if residents can potter in a kitchen.
Ensure:
• • design allows for controlling access to resident kitchen
Avoid:
• • open plan kitchen
Consider:
• • half height door with key pad, swipe card or magnetic lock
• • bench with a raised ledge on one side
1.7 If the kitchen is used by residents is there a lockable knife drawer in the kitchen?
The ability to restrict access to certain areas helps to create a safe environment for residents.
Some residents, and visitors, may present a danger to themselves or to others when using
knives. Knives should be placed in a lockable drawer.
Ensure:
• • knives are placed in a lockable drawer
Consider:
• • including one cupboard which contains appliances, a lockable knife drawer and switch to
control power
1.8 If the kitchen is used by residents is the cooker a gas cooker?
easily be seen and so a person is able to know that the cook top is in use.
Ensure:
• • auto ignition on cook top
• • automatic shut off on cook top
Avoid:
• • electric hot plates
• • an induction cook top
1.9 If the kitchen is used by residents is there a master switch that can be turned off
quickly?
It is important that electrical power to the resident kitchen is controlled so that residents who
are not able to use appliances and power points safely are not prevented from entering the
kitchen to undertake other tasks, such as washing dishes and wiping benches.
The ability to isolate the power will also mean that those residents who are able to use
electrical appliances safely can continue to do so. This control needs to be discreet, so that
it cannot be easily overridden and so that the limits which are being put in place are not being
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emphasised.
Ensure:
• • power to both stove and power points can be isolated
Avoid:
• • isolating fridge and lights
Consider:
• • including a lockable cupboard which contains appliances
• • including a lockable knife drawer
•
1.10 Is the temperature of the water from all taps accessible to residents limited so that
it cannot scald?
People with dementia are less able to respond to water temperature and react appropriately if
water is too hot. Water temperature must be controlled to ensure residents’ safety.
Ensure:
• • water temperature is controlled
• • water temperature control systems are maintained in accordance with statutory
requirements
Avoid:
• • systems which are not easy to maintain and service
•
1.11 If the residents are involved in meal preparation are the pots and pans used small
enough for them to lift easily?
If residents are to participate in cooking, the pots and pans will need to be able to be lifted
easily. This will impact on the size of the pot or pan and the material from which it is made.
Ensure:
• • pots and pans are light
•
Avoid:
• • large, heavy pots and pans
• • metal handles
•
1.12

resistant, even when they are wet. An appropriate cleaning regime is essential to ensure that
Ensure:
•
•
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• • an appropriate cleaning regime is in place
Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • for hard surfaces, use concrete rather than pavers which can become uneven and
• cause tripping
1.13 Is the lounge room easily supervised from the point(s) where staff spend most of
their time?
It is important that residents area able to spend time in the lounge room on their own or with
other people as they choose. It is important that staff can easily see residents and can assist
them if required.
Ensure:
• • good visual access to the lounge room from different parts of the facility and in particular
the point(s) where staff spend most of their time
Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • general transparency of building (planning, placement of windows, window sill height,
glazed doors)
2. Size
The larger a facility is, the more confusing it is likely to be for residents. High-quality
care is easier to provide in small groups.
2.1 How many people live in the unit?
for older people with dementia. Group size, or the number of people in a unit, is the most
important factor in achieving a small-scale setting. In a small unit, a person needs to relate to
fewer people and is able to do things in a group size which is more familiar to them.
A small-scale environment can be successfully created when a large facility is made up of
many units, each of which contains the areas that are important in the residents’ daily life, such
as the lounge room, dining room, residents’ kitchen, bedroom, sitting areas and outdoor areas.
The number of residents in a unit affects the size of the unit as, for example, the number of
bedrooms and the amount of circulation space that is required increase with more people. By
default, a smaller number of residents in a unit means a smaller building.
Ensure:
• • creating a unit for around 15 people or less
•
operation
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Avoid:
• • larger unit sizes greater than 15 people
Consider:
• • creating units for 10 people or less
• • breaking up larger units into smaller units
•
3. Visual access features
Confusion may be reduced by caring for the confused person in a simple environment.
The simplest environment is one in which the resident can see everywhere that she
wants to go to from wherever she is. This principle limits the inclusion of corridors in
the design and results in the staff being able to see the residents almost all of the time.
This reduces anxiety in both staff and residents.
3.1 What proportion of confused residents can see their bedroom door from the
lounge room?
Bedrooms are important in the lives of residents as they are likely to want to spend time there
recognise. If residents can see their bedroom door when they leave the lounge room this will
get there.
Ensure:
• • bedrooms are located near the lounge room
•
Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • how clear lines of sight between bedrooms and lounge room can be created
3.2 What proportion of confused residents can see the lounge room as soon as they
leave their bedroom?
The lounge room is a place where residents are likely to want to spend time relaxing and
can see the way to the lounge room when they leave their bedroom this will help them know
Ensure:
• • the lounge room is located in a prominent position in the unit
•
and/or colour)
Consider:
• • how clear lines of sight between bedrooms and lounge room can be created
•
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3.3 What proportion of confused residents can see the dining room as soon as they
leave their bedroom?
The dining room is a place where residents are likely to want to spend time eating, relaxing and
can see the way to the dining room when they leave their bedroom this will help them know
Ensure:
• • the dining room is located in a prominent position in the unit
•
or colour)
Consider:
• • how clear lines of sight between bedrooms and dining room can be created
3.4 Can the exit to the garden be seen from the lounge room?
The lounge room is likely to be the place where residents spend most of their time. Being
outside for part of the day is important so it is vital that residents are able to see the way to go
outside from the lounge room.
Ensure:
• • that the door to outside is clearly recognisable as a door
• • clear lines of sight to outside areas where activities may be occurring
• • easy access to outside area
Avoid:
• • obstructing the view of the door to outside
• • obstructing the view out of the lounge room
Consider:
• • window design so windows can’t be confused with doors
3.5 Can the dining room be seen into from the lounge room?
When the lounge room and dining room are visually connected a resident can easily see
another place that could be of interest to them. They can also see how they can go from one of
these places to another.
Ensure:
• • the dining and lounge room are located near each other
• • there is a clear visual connection between lounge and dining rooms
• • a clear path of travel between lounge and dining rooms
Avoid:
1. • obstructing the view from the dining to the lounge room
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3.6 Can the kitchen be seen into from the lounge room?
When the lounge room and resident kitchen are visually connected a resident can easily see
another place that may be of interest to them. They can also see how they can go from one of
these places to another. Being able to see the activities in the kitchen also helps the resident to
keep track of time and alerts them to what is expected of them, e.g. to come for a meal.
Ensure:
• • resident kitchen can be seen from the lounge room
• • clear path between resident kitchen and lounge room
Avoid:
• • obstructing the view of the resident kitchen from the lounge room
• • obstructing the path between resident kitchen and lounge room
Consider:
• • keeping the bench-top hob height low to enable easy viewing into the kitchen by residents
and staff
• • planning the kitchen layout so that the connection to the lounge room allows for
conversation between the rooms
3.7 Can the kitchen be seen into from the dining room?
When the dining room and resident kitchen are visually connected a resident can easily see
another place that may be of interest to them. They can also see how they can go from one of
these places to the other. Being able to see the activities in the kitchen also helps the resident
to keep track of time and alerts them to what is expected of them, e.g. to come for a meal.
Ensure:
• • resident kitchen can be seen from the dining room
• • clear path between resident kitchen and dining room
Avoid:
• • obstructing the view of the resident kitchen from the dining room
Consider:
• • keeping the bench-top hob height low to enable easy viewing into the kitchen by residents
and staff
• • planning the kitchen layout so that the connection to the lounge room allows for
conversation between the rooms
3.8 Can a toilet be seen from the dining room?
to. If it is in close proximity to the dining room this can be helpful for both residents and staff.
Ensure:
• • toilet is visible but still private
• • clear path between toilet and dining room
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Avoid:
• • locating the toilet so that it dominates the dining room view
• • locating the toilet pan so that if the door is left open residents’ privacy is compromised
• • obstructing the view between dining room and the toilet
Consider:
•
• • use of appropriately adjusted door closer so that the toilet door closes but residents can
easily open the door
3.9 Can a toilet be seen from the lounge room?
to. If it is in close proximity to the lounge room this can be helpful for both residents and staff.
Ensure:
• • toilet is visible but still private
• • clear path between toilet and lounge room
Avoid:
• • locating the toilet so that it dominates the lounge room view
• • locating the toilet pan so that if the door is left open residents’ privacy is compromised
• • obstructing the view between lounge room and the toilet
Consider:
•
• • use of appropriately adjusted door closer so that the toilet door closes but residents can
easily open the door
3.10 Can the lounge room be seen into from the point(s) where staff spend most
of their time?
Residents are likely to be reassured if they know staff are around and so good visual access
between the point(s) where staff spend most of their time and the lounge room is important.
Staff have a responsibility for responding to residents’ needs. If they can see the residents from
where they spend most of their time they are able to do this more easily and they feel more at
ease.
Ensure:
• • good visual access to circulation routes around the lounge room
Avoid:
• • central staff base (which can be intimidating)
Consider:
• • general transparency of building (through planning, placement of windows, sill height and
glazed doors. Perforated screens, small inside windows and low walls may increase the
transparency between rooms and curtains, whereas solid walls and furniture may decrease
the transparency)
• • Placing kitchen or small work area, e.g. roll top desk, in a central location
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4. Stimulus reduction features
of stimulation. The unit must be designed to reduce the impact of stimulation that
is unnecessary for the well-being of the resident, eg. entry and exit doors used for
deliveries, staff movements etc. should not be visible to the residents. Noise must also
be minimised.
4.1 Does the doorbell attract the attention of residents?
The sound of a doorbell can be intrusive and disturbing to residents, especially if they are
unable to answer the front door. In these instances it can highlight that the front door is a
barrier, as residents do not have the freedom to come and go.
Ensure:
• • doorbell is used by visitors only (and not for deliveries)
Avoid:
• • loud, piercing tones
Consider:
• • separating service and visitor entries so that door bell is only relevant to residents
4.2 Is the noise from the kitchen distracting for residents?
Distracting noise from kitchens can be music, the banging of pots and pans, or loud
conversation. (These are often most prevalent in non-resident kitchens as they are
stimulation the resident is exposed to.
Ensure:
• • non-resident kitchen is separated from all resident areas
Avoid:
• • direct sound paths from kitchens to resident areas
Consider:
• • planning/location of kitchen
• • placement of doors and windows
• • services access
• • acoustic isolation measures
4.3 Are doors to cleaners’ cupboards, store rooms and other areas where residents
Residents have no need to open doors to cleaners’ cupboards. More importantly, these
cupboards will contain equipment that could be harmful. It is important that residents’ attention
is drawn only to those doors which they can open and may lead to somewhere of interest,
rather than to those which may be locked, are irrelevant or present a potential danger to the
resident or visitors.
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Ensure:
• • doors to cleaners’ cupboards are unobtrusive
• • doors to cleaners’ cupboards and doors to residents’ areas are not the same
Avoid:
• • doors to cleaners’ cupboards in residents’ areas
Consider:
• • planning/location of cleaners’ cupboards
• • locating cleaners’ cupboards in staff zones
4.4 Is the wardrobe that the resident uses full of a confusing number of clothes?
It is important that residents have the opportunity to put their clothes or possessions away.
Sometimes, however, too many choices aren’t helpful and can leave a person feeling frustrated
and confused. Limiting the number of things that can be easily accessed in a wardrobe is a
good way of minimising this. One way of achieving this is to have a hidden wardrobe, where
the majority of clothes are stored, and an obvious wardrobe with only two sets of clothing,
preferably chosen by the resident.
Ensure:
• • residents have access to a wardrobe containing only a small number of items
• • simple layout of wardrobes
Avoid:
• • large wardrobes with many wardrobe doors
• • locking all wardrobe doors
• • overcrowding wardrobe with a lot of contents
Consider:
• • hiding some wardrobe doors
• • reducing the number of wardrobes
4.5 Are deliveries of food, linen etc taken across public areas such as the lounge or
dining room?
A residential aged care facility requires many deliveries. These are ‘back of house’ functions
and need to remain that way. The introduction of unnecessary noise and the visual distraction
of trolleys and new people making deliveries may interrupt residents’ lives and compromises
their ability to focus on the important things.
Ensure:
• • there are separate entrances and circulation routes for deliveries
Avoid:
• • deliveries through resident areas
Consider:
• • zoning activities within the building to ensure service areas (such as laundry washing and
areas
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4.6 Is there a public address, staff paging or call system in use that involves the use of
The noise from public address and staff paging systems can be disturbing. Bells, lights and
public announcements can interrupt residents’ daily life and cause distraction and confusion.
They often give information which is not directed to the residents, and so provide an
unnecessary and unwelcome intrusion.
There are many types of staff call systems available. All have advantages and disadvantages
and it is important to do research to determine which is the most appropriate system in a
particular location. There are also a number of additional items which are available and can
enhance the ability of the staff to do their work and play an important role in meeting residents’
needs.
Ensure:
• • staff paging systems are unobtrusive
• • staff call system is operational and can be maintained
Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • whether a public address system is required
4.7 Is the front entry to the unit easily visible to the residents?
Activity at the front door can be disturbing for residents if they are not able to come and go
as they wish. It is important that such activity is screened so that residents are not constantly
prompted to think about trying to leave or faced with unnecessary distractions.
Ensure:
• • design allows for a discreet entry that is not easily observed from the main public areas of
the facility
Avoid:
• • direct entry into lounge or dining rooms
Consider:
• • Making an obvious entry less obvious by painting it the same colour as the wall or
disguising it in another way, e.g. with a mural.
4.8 Is the service entry (where food, linen etc is delivered to) easily visible to the
residents?
As with activity at the front door, activity at the service entry is unhelpful for residents.
These functions relate to the ‘back of house’ services of a unit which should be carried out
unobtrusively. The service entry should be screened and hidden so that it is not a focus for
this separation will make their job easier as the likelihood of inappropriate involvement by
residents is minimised.
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Ensure:
• • separate unobtrusive service entry
Avoid:
• • deliveries through the front door
• • noise from service entry interrupting residents
Consider:
• • if no separate service entry, using side gates and doors for deliveries
5. Highlighting useful stimuli
Stimuli that are important to the residents should be highlighted. These include toilet
doors, exit to safe outside area, aids to recognition on bedroom doors.
5.1 Is the dining room either looked into from the lounge room or clearly marked with
a sign or symbol?
The dining room is a key place in a facility. Therefore it is important that it can be easily
it easy to locate. An indication from outside the room as to what is inside can help highlight the
room for residents.
Ensure:
• • the dining room is recognisable
• • the presence of multiple visual, auditory and olfactory cues
Avoid:
• • barring entry to the dining room either physically or visually
Consider:
• • the transparency of the dining room (for example, perforated screens, glass, small inside
windows and low walls may increase the transparency between rooms and curtains, solid
walls and furniture may decrease the transparency)
• • introducing signs or symbols near the dining room approach such as a painting of food on
the wall, menu board, hall table
• • promoting food smells, the sound of tables seeing laid
•
5.2 Is the lounge room either looked into from the dining room or clearly marked with
a sign or symbol?
The lounge room is a key place in a facility. Therefore it is important that it can be easily
it easy to locate. An indication from outside the room as to what is inside can help highlight the
room for residents.
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Ensure:
• • the lounge room is recognisable
• • the use of multiple cues such as visual, auditory and olfactory
Avoid:
• • barring entry to the lounge room either physically or visually
Consider:
• • the transparency of the lounge room (for example, perforated screens, glass, small inside
windows and low walls may increase the transparency between rooms and curtains, solid
walls and furniture may decrease the transparency)
• • introducing signs or symbols near the lounge approach, such as arts and crafts by
residents, newspapers and magazines, photos of recent outings
• • promoting music and chatter
5.3
particular individual?
It is important to be able to identify the room before the door is opened so that residents can
colour). Name plates, photos, art work and shadow boxes which allow a person to display
some of their favourite things outside their door can all be used to identify bedrooms from
outside the room as belonging to a particular person. Varying the type of lever door handle can
provide tactile cues, residents will recognise the feel of ‘their own’ handle.
Ensure:
• • residents have the opportunity to identify their room from outside the door
• • residents can personalise their rooms
Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • colour, name plates, photos, art work, different lever door handles and shadow boxes
5.4 Are the shared bathrooms and/or toilets clearly marked with a sign, symbol or
colour coded door?
Shared bathrooms and toilets need to be clearly recognisable. These rooms will be used
frequently, and if they can be easily found when they are needed it will reduce stress and
doors. All signage should be in an appropriate size and language. Signs should combine
words and symbols, be placed at eye level or lower and contrast with the background.
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Ensure:
• • doors are recognisable
Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • colour, plates, sign, symbol, lighting
5.5 Is the kitchen either looked into from the lounge or dining room or clearly marked
with a sign or symbol?
A resident kitchen can play an important part in the life of the facility. Therefore it is important
that it can be easily seen and recognised from the lounge and dining room so that residents
rooms an indication from outside the room as to what is inside can also help identify the room
for residents.
Ensure:
• • resident kitchen is recognisable
• • the use of multiple cues (include visual, auditory and olfactory)
Consider:
• • placing resident kitchen near lounge and dining
• • introducing signs or symbols near the kitchen approach and promoting food smells
5.6 Are toilets visible as soon as the toilet/bathroom door is opened?
If residents are able to see the toilet pan as soon as the toilet door is opened it will assist them
to recognise the room and to use it. If the ensuite toilet door can be left open at night so that
reduce inappropriate use of other parts of a room and minimise discomfort and embarrassment
for the older person, their family and staff.
Ensure:
• • toilet pan is visible from doorway of shared ensuite, bathroom or toilet
• • contrast between toilet seat and background
Avoid:
• • placing the toilet around a corner
Consider:
• • a low level of night lighting to the toilet and ensuite area
• • placing a skylight over toilet
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5.7 Is there a lot of natural lighting in the lounge room?
Lighting plays a key role in making a place easy to navigate and pleasant to be in. There
during the daytime. This will increase the usability of the room and ensure that residents are
able to see the room and what is in it at all times, rather than being reliant on someone turning
that residents can see easily within the room and to the outside.
Ensure:
•
Avoid:
• • glare
Consider:
• • lighting that uses dimmers, task lighting for reading and craft
5.8
Lighting plays a key role in making a place easy to navigate and pleasant to be in. There
residents can see easily within the room, and to outside.
Ensure:
•
Avoid:
• • glare
Consider:
• • lighting that uses dimmers, task lighting for reading and craft
5.9 Is the lighting free from glare, eg from bare bulbs, off shiny surfaces?

Ensure:
•
Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • light paint colours around windows to reduce contrast around windows
• • orientation of windows
• • adjustable internal window shading treatment such as curtains or blinds
• • outside awnings
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6. Provision for wandering and access to outside area
Wandering is sometimes a feature of the behaviour of the person with dementia. The
design should allow it to take place safely but not encourage it. The wandering path
should provide an opportunity for the person to go outside and take them past areas
of interest in the expectation that they will provide the person with an alternative to
repetitive wandering.
6.1a)
garden that guides the resident back to their starting point without taking them into a
blind alley?
It is important that residents are able to move freely and continuously when outside. They
should not end up at a dead end where they cannot easily see how to go back. Paths need
pleasant walk outside doesn’t become a nightmare as they feel lost and confused about where
environment.
It is important to ensure that paths themselves are well designed. Attention needs to be given
to the selection of path surfaces, edges, width, camber, drainage, and obstacles.
Ensure:
• • paths do not contain hazards such as potholes, slippery or uneven surfaces, overhanging
branches
• • that path edges are clearly marked with contrasting coloured materials or textures
Avoid:
• • dead ends/paths that lead to nowhere
• • multiple decision points
Consider:
• • widening paths occasionally to provide sitting areas
6.1b) Does the external path allow the resident to see in to areas that might invite
participation in an appropriate activity other than wandering?
The goal of designing the path layout is not to keep residents moving, but rather to give them
a rewarding experience. Residents may not have a clear idea of what they would like to do
or what they are looking for. The journey should offer residents opportunities to engage with
others, to sit quietly by themselves, to take in a view and to engage in activities, e.g saying
‘hello’ to the birds in the cage or using some tools. In this way residents are offered an
experience that it is interesting and engaging.
Ensure:
• • places of interest are easy to see
Avoid:
• • paths with no view to other areas
Consider:
• • changing landscaping to create a varied outside environment
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• • the range of things that a resident (their visitors and staff) may enjoy participating in
6.1c) Is the path within a secure perimeter?
A secure perimeter will allow residents to be outside without the risk of leaving the facility
(intentionally or unintentionally).
Ensure:
• • the fence is no less than 1.8m high
• • the fence is continuous and well maintained
• • the fence design does not allow for climbing (in or out)
• • the fence is not obviously there to keep people in (see ‘Unobtrusively reduce risks –
safety’ above
Avoid:
• • fences and gates with openings or horizontal members which can be used as foot holds
for climbing
• • planting or furniture near the fence which can be used for climbing
Consider:
• • designing the fence so that it is integrated with the landscape topography or is hidden by
vegetation so that the height is not visually imposing
6.1d) Can this path be easily and unobtrusively surveyed by staff members?
Staff are unlikely to allow residents to go outside to use the path if they cannot observe the
residents from where they spend most of their time and assist them if required. Residents are
also likely to be reassured if they can see where staff are and so good visual access between
the point(s) where staff spend most of their time and the path is important.
Ensure:
• • good visual access to the full length of the path from the points where staff spend most of
their time.
Consider:
• • general transparency of building (planning, placement of windows, sill height, glazed
doors)
6.1e) Are there chairs or benches along the path where people can sit and enjoy the
fresh air?
A resident can become tired while walking and may need a place to rest to avoid a fall and
injury or simply to enjoy being outside. The provision of seats and benches at frequent intervals
around the path is important.
Ensure:
• • seating is provided at frequent intervals
Avoid:
• • seating with sharp edges and rough surfaces
Consider:
• • a variety of different seats (heights, materials and locations)
• • allowing for wheelchair stopping points near seating
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• • Combinations of seats to allow people to be alone or in conversation with others.
6.1f) Are there both sunny and shady areas along the path?
There will be times when sunshine is sought after and others when shade is required.
Residents can become hot and dehydrated if they are outside in summer or cold if they are
outside in winter. Opportunities to be in the shade or in the sun are therefore important if
residents are to enjoy being outside.
Ensure:
• • places along the path offer residents shade and sun
Avoid:
• • making outside sitting areas in places that are windy in summer and/or winter
•
Consider:
• • where and when sun will be shining in winter and summer in relation to the building,
outside structures and verandas
6.1g) Does the path take residents past a toilet?
there is ready access to a toilet while outside and that the toilet is easily found.
Ensure:
• • the toilet is at an appropriate height with grab rail supports
• • direct and unobstructed path to toilet from outside area
• • the toilet is made obvious by the use of multiple cues, e.g. colour of door and signage.
Avoid:
• • design layouts that conceal the toilet pan when the door is open
Consider:
• • carefully siting the toilet to make it convenient to residents and staff whilst not dominating
the outside area that it serves
6.2a)
back to their starting point without taking them into a blind alley?
The need for uninterrupted and clear circulation is as important inside as it is outside. It is
important the residents are able to move freely and continuously without confusion. They
back. Corridors need to be laid out so that residents can see their way back to their starting
point easily, so that a pleasant walk doesn’t become frustrating or a cause of anxiety. This will
Ensure:
• • corridors are kept to a minimum
Avoid:
• • long corridors
• • dead ends/corridors that lead to nowhere
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• • dog leg corridors
6.2b) Does the internal path allow the resident to see into areas that might invite
participation in an appropriate activity other than wandering?
The goal of designing the circulation within a building is not to keep residents moving, but
rather to give them a rewarding experience. Residents may not have a clear idea of what they
would like to do or what they are looking for. They may also have forgotten how to get to where
they want to go. If places of interest are easy to see, or have clear markers along the way, they
can reinforce the destination and make the journey more interesting. This journey should offer
residents opportunities to engage with others, to sit quietly, to take in a view and to engage in
some activities, e.g look at a newspaper, fold some laundry, rummage through some objects or
reminisce about some old implements. In this way residents are offered an experience that it is
interesting and engaging.
Ensure:
• • there is good view to lounge room, dining room, outside veranda areas or outdoor shelter
•
corridors
Avoid:
• • corridors with no view to other areas
7. Familiarity
The person living with dementia recalls the distant past more easily than the recent
past. To ensure that their experience of their surroundings is in keeping with their
mental state the decor should be such that it would have been familiar to the residents
in their early adulthood.
7.1 Are there any colours in the furnishings or the decoration that would not have been
familiar to the majority of residents when they were 30 years old?
Colour plays a key part in creating an atmosphere in a room, as do the furnishings and
decorations. It is important that the colours in the furnishings and decoration are familiar to
residents, as this can contribute to a sense of well-being and calm. If these are familiar to
residents the whole room will be more recognisable.
Ensure:
• • colour selection and layout for the lounge and dining areas are domestic, not commercial
or institutional.
Avoid:
• • dark colours throughout the lounge and dining areas
Consider:
• • colours which reduce outside glare in the lounge and dining areas
•
traditional colour combinations)
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7.2 Are there any taps, light switches, door knobs that are to be used by residents that
are of a design that would not have been familiar to the majority of residents when they
were 30 years old?
It is important that taps, light switches and door handles are familiar to residents as these
are all things that need to be used by them daily. If residents wish to wash their hands or get
a drink of water, they will need to recognise the tap. Similarly, using easily recognised and
operated light switches and door handles is vital if residents are to be able to go in and out of
rooms safely.
Ensure:
• • capstan style handles are used
• • hot and cold indicators on the handles are clear and bold
• • lever type door handles are used
Avoid:
•
• • dark light switches
• • architrave light switches as they are too small to be seen easily
• • cylindrical shaped door handles and round door knobs
Consider:
• • larger rocker type light switches
7.3 Are there any pieces of furniture in the lounge room or the dining room that are of
a design that would not have been familiar to the majority of residents when they were
30 years old?
Residents are likely to spend a large amount of time in the lounge and dining room. It is
therefore important that these rooms are familiar to residents, as this can contribute to a sense
of well-being and calm. The presence of familiar furniture will not only help to create a warm
and inviting atmosphere in the room, but will encourage residents to use the spaces and enjoy
them.
Ensure:
• • there is a variety of furniture types i.e. several familiar styles of chairs
• • a variety of furniture heights
•
Avoid:
• • commercial or institutional furniture selection
• • the use of only one type of furniture
7.4 Are there any pieces of furniture in the bedrooms that are of a design that would
not have been familiar to the majority of residents when they were 30 years old?
As with the lounge and dining room, the bedroom should provide the comfort of familiarity. As
the bedroom is often used only by one resident there are more opportunities to make the room
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depend on the residents’ life experiences and preferences. The presence of a lot of modern
furniture will indicate that the room is unlikely to be familiar to the resident.
Ensure:
•
of the person who will sleep there
• • hooks and rails on walls to hang photos and other objects
Avoid:
• • Selecting furniture without a clear understanding of the experiences and preferences of
the person.
7.5 How many residents have their own ornaments, photos in their bedroom?
If residents’ bedrooms are to be familiar to them, it will be vital that they are able to choose to
decorate these themselves. The things people will wish to display will depend on the residents’
life experiences, hobbies, likes and dislikes.
Ensure:
• • residents are able to hang pictures
• • residents have places to put ornaments and photos
7.6 How many residents have their own furniture in their bedroom?
If residents’ bedrooms are to be familiar to them, it will be vital that they are able to choose to
furnish these themselves. The furniture people wish to bring will depend on the residents’ life
experiences, hobbies, likes and dislikes.
Ensure:
•
• • rooms are of an adequate size to allow for resident furniture while not impeding the use of
necessary equipment
Avoid:
• • decorating rooms prior to residents’ having an opportunity to personalise the room
8. Privacy and community
People with dementia require a range of opportunities for social interaction. Spaces are
needed for sitting quietly alone, with one or two intimate friends and in larger groups.
8.1 Are there small areas (nooks) that provide opportunities for casual interaction and
quiet chats?
Small areas or nooks are an important way of giving people choices of places to be. They
can be an area to the side of a corridor, a space at the end of a corridor, a bay window in a
larger room, or a little room off a lounge or dining room. The provision of a number of these
will enable residents and their visitors to choose an area that allows them to talk and hear each
other comfortably.
Ensure:
• • small areas for quiet conversation/interaction are provided
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•

• large lounge or dining rooms are edged with nooks and smaller areas for small groups
and individuals
• • corridors, especially long corridors, are broken up by the provision of a space and
furniture that enables people to have a conversation
Consider:
• • varying corridor and hall widths to accommodate small sitting places
8.2 How many of these areas or nooks have views of pleasant or interesting scenes
(outside, the living room, the nursing station)?
If small areas or nooks have views of pleasant or interesting scenes, not only will they be
places where residents, friends, staff and families can sit, they will be places which can offer
them a rich experience. They can have an inside focus, affording the opportunity to look at a
painting or decoration or an outside focus, with a view to a garden or courtyard.
Ensure:
• • a good view from smaller sitting places to inside and/or outside
Consider:
• • where possible incorporating a close, mid and far view from sitting places
8.3 Do the shared living areas support small group activities (4-6 people) without
rearranging the furniture?
People can do different things and feel different emotions when they gather in a small group.
In a small group people may have a private conversation, listen to music, or play cards. It is
important that small groups of people can comfortably gather in the lounge or dining room
without rearranging the furniture. If the furniture has to be rearranged for people to gather in
this way it is less likely to happen and so opportunities for people to enjoy social interaction will
be lost.
Ensure:
• • furniture layouts accommodate small groups
Consider:
• • the use of main dining and lounge areas for different group sizes
8.4 Does the dining room provide opportunities for residents to eat in small
groups (2-4)?
Food often plays an important part in the lives of residents and their families. Eating with
life experiences and their culture. Residents’ preferences can also change according to
important that residents have the opportunity to eat inside in a small group when they choose,
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Ensure:
• • dining room can accommodate small group dining
• • furniture suits small group and individual dining
Avoid:
• • large open dining rooms with undifferentiated furniture layouts only suited to dining in
large groups
•
8.5 Does the dining area provide opportunities for people to eat alone?
Some people will prefer to eat alone, either all the time or sometimes. It is important that
residents have the opportunity to eat alone when they choose, as this is one way in which they
Ensure:
• • opportunity for discreet individual dining
Avoid:
• • large, open dining rooms with undifferentiated furniture layouts only suited to dining in
large groups
•
•
9. Community links
The chances that the residents will continue to be part of their social network after
admission should be maximised by providing amenities that encourage visitors so that
links with families and friends are not broken.
9.1 Is there an area or room somewhat removed from the main dining room where
families can share meals with their relatives?
Sharing a meal together is a pleasure for many people. Much of life in a residential setting is
communal and although this is often familiar and desirable, it is important that residents and
their families also have the opportunity to gather in a more private setting to eat and relax if
they wish to. The inclusion of such places are likely to encourage family and friends to visit a
facility as they feel welcome and are able to interact with their loved one in the way they are
used to.
Ensure:
• • one or more areas or rooms which can be used by families to dine with a resident
Avoid:
• • distractions near the area such as main circulation pathways
Consider:
•
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9.1a Is this room/area domestic and familiar in nature, to reassure family members and
friends and encourage them to visit and to participate in the care of the resident?
eat and relax if they wish to, the way in which this is designed is important. For these places to
be most meaningful, they need to be familiar and comfortable.
Ensure:
• • area is attractive and comfortable
Avoid:
• • signage with lots of do’s and don’ts
10. Domestic activity
The environment should be as homelike as possible, recognising that the primary
problem is often dementia, not an acute illness. In the absence of a treatment for
dementia the goal of care is to maintain the person’s abilities for as long as possible.
This requires that they have opportunities, facilities and encouragement to use their
abilities. So, all of the facilities found in an ordinary house need to be provided. These
include a kitchen, laundry, bathroom etc.
10.1 How many residents have access to a kitchen?
A small kitchen will allow residents to continue to use their remaining skills and encourage
them to pursue tasks of daily living that are familiar to them. Whilst safety concerns need to be
addressed (see principle 1), these should not limit possible access to a kitchen for all residents.
Ensure:
• • a small kitchen for resident use is provided
• • familiar items are placed in this kitchen to encourage use
Consider:
•
resident use
10.2
It is important that a facility not only contains a kitchen, but that residents are able to use it to
do meaningful things. Making a meal with friends or family will reinforce the independence of
residents. It may help retain skills and ensure that favourite foods continue to be enjoyed.
Ensure:
• • residents are able to enter and use a kitchen
Consider:
• • ways to remove objects that could be dangerous, and so allow for unrestricted use of the
kitchen by residents and visitors (see principle 1 Safety)
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10.3
Enjoying snacks and drinks between main meals is a part of daily life for many people.
Creating opportunities for residents and their families to be involved in making snacks or drinks
will retain the informality associated with home life where meal times are not regimented.
Ensure:
• • residents are able to enter and use a kitchen
Consider
• • ways to remove objects that could be dangerous and so allow for unrestricted use of the
kitchen by residents and visitors (see principle 1 Safety)
10.4
and tidy?
Tidying personal places, organising personal belongings and doing even light cleaning will
reinforce a resident’s familiarity and sense of belonging in their living place as they are able to
keeping their bedroom clean and tidy will also allow residents to continue to use their remaining
skills and to encourage them to pursue tasks of daily living that are familiar to them.
Ensure:
• • residents are given the opportunity to do the tasks they wish to contribute to keeping their
bedroom clean and tidy
Avoid:
• • adopting a cleaning regime which alienates residents
Consider
• • times and ways of cleaning bedrooms to involve residents. This may involve decision
making rather than undertaking cleaning tasks.
10.5
Having the ability to wash even a few, light personal items will help the resident retain the
feeling of independence. Families may also like to take advantage of a laundry. A large tub,
activity safe for the resident.
Ensure:
• • a small laundry for resident use is provided
Avoid:
•
Consider:
• • introducing washing, drying and folding of clothes into the daily lifestyle of residents so
that residents can participate as they are able
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10.6 How many residents are involved in gardening?
For many residents gardening may have been a large part of their lives. Having a small area
where residents can garden will give residents, and their families, opportunities for meaningful
activity and a sense of the familiar.
Ensure:
• • garden beds and plants do not impede paths or cause trip hazards
• • some raised garden beds are provided to improve residents’ participation
Avoid:
• • types of plants and gardens that would be unfamiliar to residents
• • poisonous plants
Consider:
• • linking gardens to living areas so the results of the gardening can easily be appreciated by
staff and residents
• • providing a small garden store room with simple tools and supplies close to the garden
area
10.7 How many residents have constant and easy access to a lounge?
The lounge room is likely to be an important place for residents and their families and friends
as they continue to try and do all the things they want to do in daily life. It can be a place to
relax, to enjoy a chat, to gather to share stories, to listen to music.
Ensure:
• • residents are able to access and use the lounge easily
Avoid:
• • restricting access to a lounge room
Consider:
•
room
• • managing use of the lounge room to invite use, for example by ensuring that the lights are
on in the evening and temperature is appropriately controlled
10.8 How many residents have constant and easy access to a dining room?
The dining room is likely to be an important place for residents and their families and friends to
enjoy meals together. It can be a place to relax, to enjoy a chat, to gather to share stories and
to eat a meal.
Ensure:
• • residents are able to access and use the dining room easily
Avoid:
• • restricting access to a dining room
Consider:
•
vision into the room
• • managing use of the dining room to invite use, for example by ensuring that the lights are
on in the evening
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